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abundance at 1850, followed by an increase of anchovy abundance at 1860, may reflect a decrease of
SST reaching colder conditions around 1860. A short period with moderately enhanced SDR also took
place just before the secular shift, from ea. 1830 to 1850.
Since 1860 the anchovy SDR followed a multidecadal pattern of variation, with periods around 30 years
until the present, and the highest SDR were reached in the late nineteenth century, overlapping partially
with the period of highest anchovy SDR. Low SDR values followed this period until 1975, and then SDR
values increased again up to the present.
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Fig. 1: Abundance of scale in surface sediment (left) and SDR in core sediment (right), in Mejillones bay.
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The study of regional oceanographic processes has undergone considerable development in recent years
due to the expansion of in-situ observation networks, the increasing availability of satellite data, and the
development of high resolution numerical models. Coastal zones are of special interest in regional
applications as they are often the place of intense ocean mesoscale circulations which play a key role in
coastal and deep-ocean exchange. In the case of the South American (SA) coastline, the regional wind
driven upwelling is modulated by ocean disturbances originally in the equatorial Pacific. Thus, an accurate
representation of the atmosphere is likely to be important in studies seeking to evaluate coastal to deep
ocean transfer and to clarify the mechanisms associated with coastal wind variability.
In this study we use the WRF (Weather Research and Forecasting) regional atmospheric model to
simulate the near surface atmospheric circulations along the SA coast between 15°S - 400S using a
multiple nested domain with grid spacing as low as 6 km. Simulations were performed for a sustained
coastal jet event in October 2000 during which there was significant atmosphere-ocean interaction. A
comprehensive validation of the model against in-situ meteorological and QuikScat satellite observations
show that WRF was able to adequately simulate the low level winds in the vicinity of the coastline.
However, while the model was capable of producing a well developed marine boundary layer (MBL), the
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altitude of the MBL was significantly underestimated, as has been noted on prior studies using the MM5
model (Mufioz and Garreaud, 2005 ,Garreaud and Mufioz, 2005). The spatial and vertical resolution was
found to have a significant impact on the accuracy of the simulations, with higher resolutions generally
giving superior results. We also present the results of preliminary experiments in which atmospheric fields
produced by WRF at various resolutions were used to force the ROMS (Regional Oceanic Modelling
System) ocean model in simulating coastal upwelling processes.
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Marine ecosystems represent a complex network of numerous interconnected physical and biological
components. Results from different field investigations and modelling studies provide us with a special
challenge when several components are to be understood and seen in relation 10 each other. Visualising
the interplay between different aspects of an ecosystem more holistically adds a complementary
perspective to the more specialised, detailed and quantified knowledge scientist possess. Even with only
three components like plankton distribution, temperature and ocean currents the understanding of how
these componenls link up in tree dimensional space is not trivial. Statistical analysis can provide
quantitative knowledge of correlations and interconnections but managers and scientists working
multidisciplinary would often benefit from a more intuitive and synthesised representation of data. The use
of visualization tools can help scienlists and managers better achieved this and thereby improving the
overall understanding of the ecosystem.
We present here such a visualisation tool (MareMaid3D) utilizing the Silicon Graphics Open Graphics
Library (OpenGL) to disptay various oceanographic and marine data sets in tree dimensional space. The
software can run on an ordinary modern laptop computer and requires no expert user level. MareMaid3D
is interactive and enables the user to move around and close into the various data sets, changing the
camera view and perspective. The camera can be sel to f1y along survey lines or user defined paths. The
main purpose of MareMaid3D is to visualise various oceanographic and marine data sets within a common
3-D geographical framework based on latitude, longitude and deplh in order to directly and intuitively view
spatial and temporal relationships. MareMaid3D is able to animate data sets through lime, synchronised in
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